
Sneeze-wall

Tools Required

Kit instruction   | 48” (L) x 71” (H) x 4” (W)

5mm Allen Key (Included) Measuring tape

Marker Cutting pliers
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Parts

Questions?

Tube 70 15/16 ”

Call our customer service at 1 855 406-0253 or write us at help@tinktube.com. And for more 
information and watch our building video, visit the www.tinktube.com 

Tube 43 15/16 ”

h-19

af-osmap-hinge

f-a85/8 sneeze guard tie-wrap

h-1

m6-n

ap-icap

m6-25b

x2

x5

x2 x2

x2 x5

x2x4

x2 x1 x18

x8

Installations tips
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HJ-1

Group connectors around tube and loosely tighten nut and bolt. Insert 

corresponding tubes and fully tighten with 5mm allen key.


Insert smaller diameter of nut into the connector.


Feel for thread of bolt throught nut.



Tighten all nuts and bolts properly. (12 - 14Nm torque)

For all connectors, insert tube up 

to the 2nd line. 

HJ-19



Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4

Measure 6” inches from the bottom of 70 15/16” 

tube, assemble HJ-1 joint set with 43 15/16” tube. 

Repeat at opposite end with HJ-1 joint set.

Press-fit AP-ICAP into 70 15/16” tubes.


Slide AF-OSM into 70 15/16” tube and secure with 

F-A85/8 self-tap screw.

Assemble HJ-1 joint set, 70 15/16” tube and 


43 15/16” tube.

Assemble HJ-1 joint set, 70 15/16” tube and 


43 15/16” tube at opposite end.
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Step 5 Step 6

Install Sneezeguard with tie-wraps. start on top, 

then bottom and finish with sides. Cut excess and 

turn inward.
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sneezeguard

When installing multiple panels, remove AF-OSM 

from one of the panels to join together. Clip 

AP-HINGE on top / bottom, assemble HJ-19 joint 

sets.
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